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Part 1: about IndoorAtlas

●

Founded in 2012, staff in
○
○
○

Finland: Oulu & Helsinki (R&D + business)
Hong Kong (another R&D + business team)
Tokyo & Beijing (sales & support)

●

Provides an indoor positioning platform

●

Locates mobile devices indoors using WiFi,
Bluetooth, IMU sensors and variations in the
geomagnetic field

●

Several granted patents

Figure: geomagnetic
map of a building

Notable customers
The IndoorAtlas SDK is installed into different customer applications around the world

Partner /
customer
(makes the app)

End-user app
(contains the SDK)

Process overview
1. Data collection
Mapping with
IndoorAtlas
Map Creator 2

Fingerprint
data

Mapping cloud

2. Map
generation
(training)

Signal
maps

3. Positioning
(prediction)

The process of determining the location consists of three
main parts. The first two are done, ideally only once, during
the mapping (deployment) phase and the end-users are only
directly involved in the last part: positioning

client device data is
“matched” against the
pre-generated signal
maps

Technology fusion

Wi-Fi AP 2
RSSI -92 dBm
Wi-Fi 3
RSSI -45 dBm

IndoorAtlas positioning deeply integrates several
technologies using machine learning to combine
the best properties of each. This yields a robust
and accurate positioning solution.

Wi-Fi AP 1
RSSI -74 dBm

1. Radio positioning
Typically yields an accuracy of 10-20m.
Also central for initial floor detection
elevator
down

stairs up
2nd level

φ=?

O=?

2. PDR or Inertial navigation:
relative movement primarily based on
accelerometer & gyroscope

stairs up
1 level

3. Barometric floor
transitions

4. Magnetic terrain
matching
(1-2m err. after convergence)
For a demo, see, this video and:
Arno Solin, Simo Särkkä, Juho Kannala, Esa Rahtu
Terrain navigation in the magnetic landscape:
Particle filtering for indoor positioning
European Navigation Conference, ENC 2016

5. Future: AR/VIO, 5G,
WiFi RTT...

Demo

Demo: A recent IndoorAtlas SDK in a local
shopping mall (iOS, sparse beacons)

Part 2: Radio positioning

WiFi AP 2
28:ca:97:f0:53:7d

WiFi AP 1
72:a4:0c:d7:c5:cf
60.0842, 24.8454

Radio positioning basics

Known WiFi AP
locations (WiFi map)

60.0843, 24.8455

●

The device observes the signal strengths
(RSSIs) from multiple WiFi access points,
whose locations are (approximately)
known

●

Device maps RSSI values to distances
and “trilaterates” its position

X
Trilaterated
position
WiFi AP 3
BSSID: 72:a4:0c:d7:c5:cf
Coords: 60.0841, 24.8456

(real models rarely use geometric trilateration, but the basic
principle is very similar)

WiFi scan (obs. by device)
BSSID

RSSI (dBm) Distance (m)

72:a4:0c:d7:c5:cf

-92

8.4

28:ca:97:f0:53:7d

-85

6.1

94:ab:cd:ac:f5:9c

-74

5.8

Example WiFi map: Approximate
WiFi AP locations near a shopping
mall in Helsinki computed from an
IndoorAtlas signal survey

map: © MapBox

WiFi positioning = “GPS”
●

The built-in location services in Android & iOS
often use WiFi positioning instead of GPS, which
does not work indoors
Android WiFi crowdsourcing consent screen

●

Their WiFi maps are crowdsourced and cover
practically the whole world (excl. mainland-China)

●

Intelligent use of WiFi positioning, combined
with GPS does not drain your battery

Example: 24h low-power background tracking in Google Maps
Timeline, computed by Google by combining WiFi with GPS.
Did not drain the battery. Map: © Google

WiFi-based proximity detection
●

The main accuracy issue the built-in WiFi location services provided by Apple
& Google is the altitude / z-coordinate / floor number, presumably because
it’s difficult to crowdsource

●

This issue would be solvable by

●

a.

indoor fingerprinting of key venues (heavy but doable) or

b.

directly comparing WiFi scan data (cf. [7, §2.1] for discussion about WiFi
positioning for contact tracing)

WiFi scan data can detect the proximity with room-level accuracy

iBeacons
●

Unfortunately, Apple has monopolized WiFi
positioning on iOS and blocking 3rd parties
from using it.

●

Therefore independent indoor positioning
companies must use iBeacons - small
dedicated BLE transmitters

●

Usually battery-powered and installed on
walls or ceiling using double-sided adhesive
An iBeacon

Part 3: RSSI proximity detection

Mapping the BLE signal strength (RSSI) to distance
●

The common headache in indoor positioning
& BLE contact tracing

●

The signal strength should obey the inverse
square law, familiar from high-school

●

RSSI is just a logarithmic scale for the power,
so:
(in vacuum)

Outside the vacuum: testing 1/r² in a signal survey

© Mapbox

Fixed BLE beacon location (cyan), surveyed paths on one
floor, and RSSI observations: red (low) -> green (high)

Different view of the same data. The red
line is the best inverse square law fit

RSSI variation by phone and other factors
●

Example: receiver bias between
these models is ~10 dBm, which
corresponds multiplicative proximity
error of 3.1x (biases up to 30 dBm
have been seen)

●

In contact tracing, the transmitter is
also a phone, and there are similar
biases in transmission power [9]

●

For other significant sources of RSSI
variation, see [8] :
○
○
○
○

Bearing
Which pocket (or purse, or table)
Number of people around
...

Data mining example: Received signal strength (RSSI) distributions
of two different device models during the same time period in the
same environment. The signals are sent by a fixed fleet of
iBeacons.

Conclusions

The RSSI is -81 dBm. Is that 1m … or perhaps 30m?

●

Without calibration: up to 30x multiplicative errors in the RSSI proximity
measurements. Effective calibration require data from every possible phone
model supported by the system (doable)

●

Some effects, e.g., the effect of the building architecture, cannot be calibrated
out. Probably around ~3x errors remain.

●

Educated guess (also backed up by [8]): The realistic goal is room-level
accuracy. Reliably distinguishing, e.g., 2-meter distance and 5-meter
distance is not going to be possible with BLE only.

Part 4: how privacy-preserving is
decentralized BLE contact tracing?

Decentralized BLE contact tracing 101
●

Each participating device constantly broadcasts
temporary identifiers (called, e.g., EphIds, RPIs, or TCNs)
which are recorded and stored by other devices [3][4]

●

When someone is reported infected, their previously
broadcast temporary IDs are published
00858b87a, c58d70c26, 2f6fda64b, 62f2b1f4, ...

●

All devices periodically download the infected IDs and
check their local history for matches. If found (and
RSSI proximity & exposure time thresholds are met),
an exposure warning is shown to the user
7184844042, 1aa5d70e0, c58d70c26, ca9102cbe, ...

> fd73968123 (sent by me)
< 7184844042 (received)

> 841801914
< 1aa5d70e0

< 05ad844d5
> c58d70c26

> d484de5dd
< ca9102cbe

The decentralized BLE value proposition
●

BLE is endorsed (e.g., by the EU) over location data, because
it promises more privacy: The users only learn if they have
been in contact with an infected individual, but nothing else

●

This value proposition has not been battle-tested, and it is a
brand new application of decentralized cryptography

●

Some of the issues presented next can be addressed, e.g.,
with Private Set Intersection - CArdinality [6] -based methods
(this is an on-going research effort)

●

If there’s anything to learn from past incidents in blockchains
and cryptocurrencies, things may go wrong

© Ethereum Classic

Never again? Innovative
decentralized cryptography
projects are known for
varying levels of success

The privacy implications of broadcasting
1.

Because devices are broadcasting, everyone around knows if you are using
the app or not. Users without the app can easily be denied of services, like
entry to bar or taxi, even if such discrimination was illegal

2.

Because infected (temporary) IDs are published
a.

parties who have associated your identity to a
temporary ID learn that you were infected
(the paparazzi attack [5])

b.

Parties who have linked location information to
Temporary IDs can draw maps of infected areas and
times

> c58d70c26

*snap*
c58d70c26 =

The paparazzi attack
e.g., BLE sniffer in CCTV

3. Linkage attack
●

The temp ID publishing mechanism (to save
bandwidth), allows the IDs of a single person to
be linked together (read more in [1])

●

-> Full daily itineraries of the infected (incl.
where they live & work) are potentially
exposed...

●

...to any 3rd party with enough BLE-sniffing
hardware or installed apps with BLE &
location permissions.

Attacker learning the red “infected areas” is a feature of
almost all BLE C-T frameworks, but revealing information
that “connects the dots”, is extra bad

¹BLE = DP-3T or Google|Apple EN
²location data = GPS + WiFi

Comparison of location data and BLE
BLE¹

Location data²

Accuracy

room-level

room-level

Battery consumption

low

low

Data remains on device
until voluntarily uploaded

Yes

Yes

Shares location history with

Random 3rd
parties

The health
authorities

Endorsed by the EU

Yes

No

Blocked by Apple/Google

partially

partially

Tested at scale

No

Yes

Example: Public contact tracing map from
South Korea © coronamap.live
(map background removed for legal reasons)

This will be published in both options. The
other is just more transparent about it

Wrap-up
The technical discussion about digital contact tracing technologies has started off
on the wrong foot
●

The requirement of using BLE was lobbied into official policies before its value
proposition of increased privacy vs location data was ever tested.

●

Currently, it is unfulfilled: BLE contact tracing tokens are pseudonymous
location data, which is leaked to third parties (together with medical data)

●

This needs a reset: what options are available, what are their privacy
implications, how effective they are? Can the proposed technologies live up to
their promises?
This open letter from the UK COVID app Ethical Advisory Board is good example of such
back-to-the-basics discussion

Thank you!
otto.seiskari@indooratlas.com

Supplementary material

More data
Good case

Bad case

●

Due to multipath propagation, the
RSSI can behave quite wildly,
especially indoors

●

Individual measurements can
easily have 15 dBm noise

●

Means over a longer period of
time are not a silver bullet either

20m-ish RSSI
levels observed
140 meters away!

Typical stuff
iBeacon RSSI measurements from various IndoorAtlas signal surveys.

Demo (try this at home)

Receiver (left) &
Transmitter (right)

“1cm”

●

●

Two phones: “Beacon scanner” (or
equivalent app) in the other phone, “Beacon
Simulator” in the other
Attenuating material between the receiver
and transmitter can have a large effect.
Consequently, all of these matter (see [8]):
○

Bearing (turning around)

○

Switch phone from front to back pocket

○

Put the phone into a bag / purse or table

○

Density of people (crowded or not)

Flip transmitter &
receiver apps

“17cm”

Cover
antenna
“64cm”

Read more
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